PROTECT YOURSELF
FROM ANTIVIRUS
Traditional antivirus (AV) is not the solution to preventing security
breaches on the endpoint – it is the problem. AV is no longer
effective at stopping today’s cyberthreats. Although AV satisfies
many regulatory, governance and compliance requirements, it
saddles organizations with hidden costs while providing little to no
real security value. Case in point, despite the fact that traditional
AV solutions “protect” nearly every endpoint and server in the
world, security breaches are still on the rise. Organizations that
choose to replace their traditional antivirus with more advanced
technologies should select a security product that provides
superior security value, not just in terms of monetary costs, but
also in terms of its security effectiveness.
This document outlines three core reasons why traditional AV no
longer offers organizations any meaningful security value. Looking
beyond the tangible staffing, operational, and licensing and support
costs, the document highlights some of the hidden costs associated
with operating an antivirus system that may be intangible, difficult
to quantify, or unquestioned due to precedence.
The document outlines five security requirements that any AV
replacement technology or product must meet in order to prevent
security breaches on the endpoint. The document concludes
with a discussion of how Palo Alto Networks® Traps™ advanced
endpoint protection enables organizations to replace their legacy
antivirus with the most effective, purpose-built, malware and
exploit prevention methods to protect their endpoints from
known and unknown threats.
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Antivirus No Longer Offers Meaningful Security Value
1

By most accounts, traditional AV has been in existence since 1987. Signature-based scanning of files has been
the cornerstone of AV’s ability to detect malicious content ever since. However, the effectiveness of this technology has continuously diminished over time as operating systems, networks and applications evolve in sophistication and complexity. Today, traditional AV offers no meaningful security value to organizations that still deploy it.
In fact, security practitioners now have access to superior technologies and products that not only eliminate the
need for traditional AV but far surpass it in terms of actual security value.
The most critical factor in determining the security value of a technology or product is its effectiveness. Security
effectiveness is, in turn, measured, at a minimum, by the technology’s ability to deliver three core capabilities:
1. Performance of intended function: Does it deliver on the security function that it is intended and expected
to perform?
2. Inherent persistence: Does it prevent attackers and users from bypassing its security functions?
3. Flexibility: Does it evolve to accommodate and protect new applications, systems and platforms?
Strong encryption is an example of a security technology that continues to deliver meaningful security value
because it is still an effective means to deliver security. Encryption is intended to prevent loss of confidentiality
by “encoding messages or information in such a way that only authorized parties can read it.” 2 This is a function
that encryption continues to perform successfully. Due to its nature, strong encryption also delivers inherent
persistence: It prevents attackers from easily bypassing its security function. Finally, strong encryption remains
flexible: it continues to evolve to serve new applications with adaptations such as new algorithms, increased
computing power and hardware-based implementations.
Antivirus, on the other hand, is an example of a security technology that no longer delivers meaningful security
value because it is no longer an effective means to deliver security.
Performance of Intended Function
Broadly speaking, the primary intended function of traditional AV is to prevent attackers from compromising
 ndpoints and servers. In the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, signature-based antivirus was able to
e
perform this function adequately, given the nature, sophistication and frequency of the attacks of that era.
However, this is a function that AV can no
longer perform with predictable success in
today’s computing environments – a fact that
Must prevent
AV vendors have freely admitted. 3
Attackers rely primarily on two attack vectors to
compromise endpoints: malicious executables
(malware) and vulnerability exploits. These
attack vectors are used individually or in various
combinations, but they are fundamentally
different in nature:
• Malware is an often self-contained
malicious executable that is designed to
perform nefarious activities on a system.
• Exploits are weaponized data files or content that is designed to leverage software
flaws or bugs in legitimate applications
to provide an attacker with remote code-execution capabilities. Successful exploitation
enables the attacker to remotely execute
malware on the targeted endpoint.
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Figure 1: Effective Endpoint Security Must Prevent
Both Malware and Exploits

In order to prevent attackers from compromising endpoints and servers, a security technology or product must
prevent both malware and exploits (Figure 1). Additionally, it must prevent both known and unknown variants of
each malware and exploit. Signature-based scanning and traditional AV technology is woefully inadequate in detecting vulnerability exploits, and it cannot scan for or prevent malware or exploits for which it has no signatures.
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Inherent Persistence
Traditional AV has suffered from a lack of inherent persistence since its inception. Users have always dreaded the interference and system slow-downs caused by AV system scans. Recognizing the impact of these
interruptions on users and business processes, AV vendors offered users an option to skip virus scans when
they interfered with competing business priorities. Consequently, users habitually bypassed scheduled scans
or deactivated AV components when possible.
More recently, attackers have had access to cloud-based encoding and multi-scanning tools that automate and
guarantee an attack’s ability to bypass the majority of the traditional antivirus products on the market. A number
of such tools offer integration with various exploit kits that automatically determine when a particular attack can
no longer bypass traditional antivirus and autonomously choose a different attack that does.
Flexibility
Signature-based antivirus has struggled to adapt to new applications, systems and platforms that cannot accommodate or are ill-suited for the deployment of a signature database and signature-based scanning. Desktop
and server systems that are deployed in a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) are perfect examples of such an
environment. Once a virtual system is instantiated, it must download the latest antivirus signatures before its AV
can perform its intended security function, leaving the system exposed to attacks in the meanwhile.
In fact, this lack of flexibility has been a detriment to the effectiveness of traditional AV for many years. Whereas
the original purpose of traditional AV was to prevent computer viruses from infecting a system, its lack of
flexibility and inability to adapt to the changing threat landscape have all but relegated signature-based AV to
a reactive security tool whose time has long passed.
Antivirus is not only a security technology that no longer delivers meaningful security value, but it also
encumbers organizations with hidden costs that are rarely recognized.
The Hidden Costs of Antivirus
Security technologies and products do not exist in a vacuum. They are part of an ecosystem of tools that must
support an organization’s objectives, goals, and purpose. Balancing the need for stricter security with empowering users to conduct business has been the subject of ongoing debates. Similarly, security technologies must
balance the benefits they provide to an organization with the costs associated with their operation. The costs
associated with operating an antivirus system extend beyond the tangible staffing, operational, and licensing
and support costs to areas that may be intangible, difficult to quantify, or unquestioned due to precedence.
Operational Agility
As discussed earlier, traditional antivirus relies heavily on older, signature-based scanning technology that is
not particularly flexible in supporting new applications, systems and platforms. Organizations that continue to
rely on antivirus will invariably encounter obstacles in deploying and securing new technologies that may offer
significant business advantages (e.g., VDI).
Opportunity Costs
Supporting, operating and maintaining antivirus systems requires organizations to allocate staff, time and
resources that might otherwise be used to support other projects with greater returns on investment.
Frequently, security staff are not only expected to support aging antivirus systems, but they are also required
to cobble together a security capability from various solutions that may take longer to integrate and offer
lower security effectiveness.
Unmitigated Risks Despite Compliance
Most security professionals would agree that regulatory compliance does not equal security. Although many
compliance and regulatory frameworks, such as Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS) and
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) require organizations to use various functions
of a traditional AV, compliance with these requirements does not guarantee that security risks are sufficiently
mitigated. As discussed earlier, traditional AV offers no meaningful security value in today’s computing environments, forcing security professionals to deploy other technologies and products to mitigate security risks that AV
cannot address, which, in turn, imposes additional tangible and intangible costs on the organization.
False Sense of Security
From an end user’s perspective, it is the responsibility of an organization’s various IT and security functions
to secure its networks, systems and computing environment. This is in spite of the organizational security
awareness training programs that portray security as “everyone’s responsibility.” Users typically assume that the
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professionals employed in those functions are capable of determining which tools and technologies must be
deployed on users’ systems to enable them to safely conduct their daily business activities. When an organization chooses to deploy traditional AV, a security technology that offers no meaningful security value as discussed
above, users may wrongly assume that their systems are protected from attacks. A false sense of security can, in
turn, lead users to be less vigilant and to exercise less caution in avoiding potential cyberthreats.
Organizations can avoid the intangible, difficult-to-quantify, and unquestioned costs of antivirus by replacing
this aging technology with products that not only eliminate the need for traditional AV but far surpass it in terms
of actual security value.
5 Security Requirements of Any AV Replacement
Organizations that choose to replace their traditional antivirus with more advanced technologies should select a
security product that provides superior security value, not just in terms of monetary cost but also in terms of its
security effectiveness, as described above. Specifically, an advanced endpoint protection product should provide
the five capabilities that follow.
1. Focus on Prevention First
As cyber breaches continue to increase in frequency, variety and sophistication, the security industry as
a whole has struggled – and more often failed – to prevent successful breaches. The industry’s collective
focus on improving detection and response times is partially to blame for this failure. Better detection
only narrows the window of time during which an attack is detected and does little to address the need for
protecting valuable information before a compromise occurs. The recent increase in successful ransomware attacks makes this shortcoming painfully obvious.
Breach detection and incident response do offer security value, but they must be secondary priorities
c ompared to prevention. A focus on prevention is the only effective, scalable and sustainable way of
reducing the frequency and impact of cyber breaches.
2. Prevention of Known and Unknown Malware
A complete solution for preventing security breaches on the endpoint must also prevent the successful
execution of malware, both known and unknown. In order to avoid the shortcomings associated with
signature-based antivirus, the malware prevention capabilities of the ideal product should not involve
signatures or require prior knowledge of an instance of malware to prevent its execution. Additionally,
effective prevention of both common and advanced malware4 necessitates the deployment of multiple
analysis and prevention methods that can be tuned for maximum effectiveness.
3. Prevention of Known and Zero-Day Exploits
Threat actors who pursue the most effective means to circumvent existing endpoint security measures
rely on exploits, especially those that leverage unknown software vulnerabilities (commonly referred to
as “zero-day exploits”). Embedded in specially crafted data files and content, such as Adobe® PDF and
Microsoft® Word documents, zero-day exploits subvert legitimate applications to carry out nefarious
activities. Their ability to evade traditional AV solutions, and a lack of vendor security patches, often leave
organizations with little in terms of preventive measures against zero-day exploits, which generally serve as
the initial stage of a targeted attack. A complete solution to preventing security breaches on the endpoint
must therefore prevent known and unknown exploits from subverting legitimate applications.
4. Automatic Integration of Threat Intelligence
With the proliferation of free and low-cost tools, threat actors can quickly generate new and unique attacks
that evade detection by traditional signature-based antivirus. According to the Verizon 2016 Data Breach
Investigations Report, 81.9 percent of cyberattacks successfully compromise their targets within minutes.
It is essential that organizations use the threat intelligence gained elsewhere through encounters with new
and unique attacks to prevent security breaches in their own environments. A replacement for AV must
natively integrate and leverage threat intelligence from global resources to automatically detect known
malware and to quickly identify unknown malware, blocking both from infecting the organization’s systems.
5. Ubiquitous Protection
Organizational workforces are becoming more mobile. They are connecting to internal resources from
points around the globe that are outside the organizational network perimeter. They use cloud-based
software-as-a-service (SaaS) and storage solutions to process and share data, even when they are
disconnected from the organization network. These services and solutions can sync and distribute files,
including malware and exploits, across an organization’s entire employee population. A complete solution
to preventing security breaches on the endpoint must therefore prevent both malware and exploits from
compromising a system regardless of its online or offline status, its connectivity to the organizational
network, or its physical location (on-premise or off).
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Additional Considerations
The security capabilities of a product are often the primary considerations for organizations that seek to replace their
traditional AV. However, there are other non-security considerations that may have a significant impact on a product’s
ability to meet an organization’s AV replacement needs.
Operational Efficiency

As discussed above, the intrusive nature of AV file scans, combined with the resulting slow-down in user systems, has
been a major source of irritation for users and IT administrators alike. An optimal AV replacement product must therefore be minimally intrusive – ideally transparent to users – while placing minimal demands on memory, bandwidth and
CPU resources.
Support for Unpatchable Systems

Not every organization is able (or willing) to upgrade existing production systems. Organizations may choose not to
a pply available system updates and security patches because doing so would interfere with, diminish or eliminate critical
operational capabilities. Alternatively, they may not be able to apply such updates because a system or software has
reached its end-of-support and the respective vendor no longer provides system and security updates. A complete AV
replacement product must therefore support and protect these systems and software applications that have become
essentially “unpatchable.”
Customizability to Meet Business Requirement

Organizational business requirements for AV replacement can vary widely. In this case, one size does not fit all. A
flexible, blended, multi-method approach to prevention accommodates business needs that are likely to vary across
organizations and in fact, across user groups within an organization. An ideal AV replacement product must provide
such flexibility to tune security to an organization’s business requirements.
Traps Replaces Antivirus
Despite the fact that traditional AV solutions “protect” nearly every endpoint and server in the world, security
breaches are still on the rise. To prevent security breaches on their endpoints, organizations must protect themselves
not only from both known and unknown cyberthreats, but also from the ineffective antivirus solutions deployed in
their environments.
Palo Alto Networks Traps Advanced Endpoint Protection replaces legacy antivirus with multi-method prevention that
deploys a unique combination of the most effective, purpose-built malware and exploit prevention methods to prevent
known and unknown threats before they compromise an endpoint.
Multi-Method Malware Prevention
Traps prevents malicious executables with a unique approach that maximizes the coverage against malware while
simultaneously reducing the attack surface and increasing the accuracy of malware detection. This approach
combines several layers of protection that instantaneously prevent known and unknown malware from infecting a
system (Figure 2):
1. Static Analysis via Machine Learning: This method delivers an instantaneous verdict on any unknown executable file before it is allowed to run. By examining hundreds of the file’s characteristics in a fraction of a second,
this method determines if it is likely to be malicious or benign without reliance on signatures, scanning or
behavioral analysis.
2. WildFire Inspection and Analysis: This method leverages the power of Palo Alto Networks WildFire™ cloudbased malware analysis environment to rapidly detect unknown malware and automatically reprogram Traps to
prevent known malware. WildFire eliminates the threat of the unknown by transforming it into the known, in
about 300 seconds.
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Figure 2: Traps Multi-Method Malware Prevention
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3. Trusted Publisher Execution Restrictions: This method allows organizations to identify executable files that
are among the “unknown good” because they are published and digitally signed by trusted publishers, entities
that Palo Alto Networks recognizes as reputable software publishers.
4. Policy-Based Execution Restrictions: Organizations can easily define policies to restrict specific execution
scenarios, thereby reducing the attack surface of any environment. For example, Traps can prevent the
execution of files from the Outlook “temp” directory or of a particular file directly from a USB drive.
5. Admin Override Policies: This method allows organizations to define policies, based on the hash of an
executable file, to control what is allowed to run in any environment and what is not. This fine-grained
whitelisting
(or blacklisting) capability controls the execution of any file, based on user-defined conditions.
In addition to the malware prevention methods above, Traps quarantines malicious executables to prevent
the dissemination of infected files to other users. Although essential in most environments, this capability is
particularly useful in preventing the inadvertent dissemination of malware in organizations where network- or
cloud-based data storage applications automatically sync files across multiple users and systems.
The combination of the above methods and capabilities not only enables Traps to prevent both known and
unknown malware from compromising a system but it also enables organizations to fully customize this prevention to meet their varying business needs.
Multi-Method Exploit Prevention
Many targeted attacks begin with an exploit delivered as a data file, through a website, via email, or over the
network. When the user opens the file, the malicious code embedded inside uses a vulnerability in the application
that is used to view the file to subvert the application and executes the attacker’s instructions. Because this type
of attack is difficult to distinguish from normal application behavior, it will bypass traditional antivirus and most
endpoint security solutions. In addition, if the application being exploited is allowed by IT security policy, the
attack will bypass any whitelisting controls as well.
Traps uses an entirely new and unique approach to prevent exploits. Instead of focusing on the millions of individual attacks or their underlying software vulnerabilities, Traps focuses on the core exploitation techniques used
by all exploit-based attacks. Although there are many thousands of exploits, they all rely on a small set of core
exploitation techniques that change infrequently. Furthermore, each exploit must use a series of those exploitation techniques to successfully subvert an application. Traps renders these techniques ineffective by identifying
and pre-emptively blocking the techniques the moment they are attempted. Organizations using Traps can run any
application, including those developed in-house and those that no longer receive security support, without the
imminent threat to their environment.
Traps implements a multi-method approach to exploit prevention, combining several layers of protection to block
exploitation techniques (Figure 3):
1. Memory Corruption/Manipulation Prevention: Memory corruption is a category of exploitation techniques
where the exploit manipulates the operating system’s normal memory management mechanisms for the application opening the weaponized data file that contains the exploit. The memory corruption prevention method
recognizes and stops these exploitation techniques before they can successfully subvert the application.
2. Logic Flaw Prevention: Logic flaw is a category of exploitation techniques that allow the exploit to manipulate the operating system’s normal processes that are used to support and execute the target application
opening the weaponized data file. For example, the exploit may alter the location from which dynamic link
libraries (DLLs) are loaded into an application’s execution environment so that the exploit’s malicious DLLs
can replace legitimate ones. The logic flaw prevention method recognizes these exploitation techniques and
stops them before they succeed.
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Figure 3: Traps Multi-Method Exploit Prevent
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3. Malicious Code Execution Prevention: In most cases, the end goal of an exploit is to execute some arbitrary
code – the attacker’s commands that are embedded in the exploit data file. The malicious code execution
prevention method recognizes the exploitation techniques that allow the attacker’s malicious code to execute
and blocks them before they succeed.
The above methods enable Traps to efficiently, continuously and transparently prevent both known and zero-day
exploits from compromising a system. This prevention protects applications and systems, whether or not they
receive security patches, regardless of network connectivity or physical location.
Next-Generation Security Platform
Traps is the only endpoint protection product to automatically convert the threat intelligence gained from the
global community of over 10,000 WildFire subscribers and multiple threat intelligence sources into malware
prevention. When WildFire identifies an executable file as malicious, regardless of where that threat intelligence
is gained, Traps automatically reprograms itself to prevent the execution of that file from that moment on. The
automatic reprogramming and conversion of threat intelligence into prevention all but eliminates the opportunity
for an attacker to use unknown and advanced malware to infect a system. An attacker can use each piece of malware once, at most, anywhere in the world, and only has seconds to carry out an attack before WildFire renders it
entirely ineffective.
The integration of Traps with the Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Security Platform enables organizations to
continuously apply the growing threat intelligence gained from thousands of enterprise customers, across both
the network and endpoints, to their own environments.
Conclusion
Traditional AV no longer offers meaningful security value because it is no longer an effective means to prevent
security breaches. Organizations now have access to a superior technology that not only eliminates the need for
traditional AV but far surpasses it in terms of actual security value – while simultaneously avoiding the intangible,
difficult-to-quantify, and unquestioned costs of antivirus. Palo Alto Networks Traps advanced endpoint protection
replaces legacy antivirus with multi-method prevention that deploys a unique combination of the most effective,
purpose-built malware and exploit prevention methods to prevent known and unknown threats before they
compromise an endpoint.
To learn more about Traps, download the Traps Datasheet or the Traps Technical Overview. Alternatively, see
Traps in action by attending an Ultimate Test Drive event or by contacting your sales representative to schedule
an in-house evaluation for your organization.
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Advanced malware includes those that deploy targeted or multiple infection mechanisms, triggers, and payloads and utilize stealth strategies
such as self-encryption and polymorphism.
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